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Abstract

Objective
The aim of this study was to elucidate the characteristics of clinical attacks in neuromyelitis optica spectrum disorders (NMOSDs) with positive serum anti-aquaporin-4 antibody. Both the timing and sequential pattern of clinical types were analyzed.

Methods
A total of 69 patients with NMOSD were enrolled in this study, all of whom were treated at a single university hospital. All data regarding the clinical attacks (including types and date) together with other clinical information were collected.

Results
Analysis of clinical attacks from the enrolled patients showed that there were 2 distributional patterns of attack occurrence in each patient: (1) “clustered” occurrences, which occurred within 12 months from the previous attack, and (2) “nonclustered” intermittent occurrences, which occurred ≥12 months after the previous attack. These occurrences were regardless of the duration from the onset. During the “clustered” period, clinical attacks were more likely to show a similar clinical manifestation, such as optic neuritis or myelitis. After entering the “nonclustered” intermittent period, the relapses were of random clinical type, regardless of the previous clinical manifestation.

Conclusions
Patients with NMOSD showed mixed periods of “clustered” occurrence with frequent attacks presenting with similar manifestations and “nonclustered” intermittent periods with sparse relapses. Approximately half of the relapses occurred during the “clustered” period within 12 months of the last clinical attack. Clinicians should pay special attention to whether the patients are presently in the “clustered” or “nonclustered” period to decide optimal relapse-preventive strategies.
Neuromyelitis optica spectrum disorder (NMOSD) is an autoimmune disorder characterized by the presence of serum anti-aquaporin-4 (AQP4) autoantibody, recurrent optic neuritis (ON), and myelitis in most cases.¹,² Unlike MS, neurologic disability in patients with NMOSD typically accumulates with each clinical episode.³,⁴ Thus, suppressing relapses is crucial in the management of NMOSD, and elucidating the characteristics and pathomechanisms of the relapses is essential.⁵ However, at present, little is known about the relapse timing and sequential patterns of clinical attacks in patients with NMOSD. As a result, it is challenging to evaluate the patients’ level of clinical severity and disease activity in clinical trials or when considering therapeutic options.

In this study, we aimed to elucidate the chronological characteristics of clinical relapses in NMOSD by applying time series analyses for each patient. We also evaluated the possible association between relapse timing and the sequential pattern of clinical attacks.

Methods

Patient enrollment and variables evaluated
A total of 69 consecutive patients with serum anti-AQP4 antibody-positive NMOSD, who were treated in our university hospital and followed up for more than 10 years until June 2019, were enrolled. All patients were confirmed to be serum positive for the anti-AQP4 antibody using a cell-based assay, which is described below.

The following demographic and clinical variables were collected from the 69 enrolled patients: sex, onset age, disease duration, data pertaining to the clinical attacks (types and date of each attack), and timing of the implementation of the relapse-preventive therapy.

Serum anti-AQP4 antibody testing
We conducted a microscopic live cell-based assay for AQP4 based on previous reports.⁶⁻⁸ In brief, human M23-AQP4-expressing HEK293 cells were incubated with 1:16 diluted serum samples and then stained with Alexa 488-conjugated secondary antibody. The positivity of the antibody was detected based on fluorescence emission using fluorescence microscopy.

Evaluated outcomes
The 2 major outcomes evaluated in this study were (1) the sequential pattern of the types of manifested clinical attacks (i.e., ON, myelitis, medullary, and cerebral) and (2) time series analysis of relapse timings in each patient. After we confirmed the presence of irregularity in the relapse timing, we additionally investigated the possible effect of uneven relapse timing on the observed sequential pattern of clinical symptoms.

For the analysis of the sequential pattern of clinical attacks, data from 50 of the 69 enrolled patients, who experienced clinical relapse at least once by June 2019, were used. Clinical attacks with ON and myelitis were counted, but those with medullary lesions (i.e., hiccups/nausea/vomiting) or cerebral lesions were excluded from the sequential analyses of clinical manifestations for accurate interpretation; the details of the excluded data and effect of excluding them on the obtained results are described in subsequent sections.

For the analysis of the irregularity of relapse timing, data from both the 50 patients with relapses and 19 patients without relapses were used. Data on the elapsed time period (months) from the last clinical attack were collected from the 50 patients with relapses, whereas those on the relapse-free period (months) from the last attack to June 2019 were collected from all 69 enrolled patients. Moreover, these data were separately evaluated based on the administration of oral relapse-preventive therapies. All 69 enrolled patients were eventually treated with low-dose oral corticosteroid, with or without other maintenance treatments (11 patients with azathioprine, 2 with mycophenolate mofetil, and 1 with tacrolimus). Data of relapse timing during medication-free periods were collected from 36 patients who were not administered relapse-preventive therapies from the onset, whereas data during treatment with oral corticosteroid were collected from all 69 enrolled patients.

Relapse frequency with no medication by the time from clinical onset
First, we estimated the mean annualized relapse rate (ARR), which was calculated as the total number of relapses divided by the total person-time of follow-up, in the following 2 time periods: 0–24 months from clinical onset (36 patients) and the following 24–48 months from onset (21 patients).

The relapse-free period without relapse-preventive therapies was then compared between the first 24 months from clinical onset (36 patients) and the next 24 months in patients without relapses in the first 24 months (14 patients). The purpose of this analysis was to compare the probability of experiencing relapses in the near future between patients who have a history of relapses during the previous 24 months and patients without relapses during the previous 24 months.

Statistical analysis
For the comparisons of frequency using 2 × 2 tables, a χ² test or Fisher exact test was implemented based on the sample size of each cell. Comparisons of the frequency with k × 2 tables (k > 2)
were performed using a Cochran-Armitage trend test. The elapsed time periods from onset and from the last clinical attack for each clinical attack during the medication-free period were compared using the Mann-Whitney U test because both were nonnormally distributed. The relapse-free period without medication between 0–24 months and 24–48 months from onset was compared using Kaplan-Meier survival analysis. Statistical analyses were conducted using either SPSS Statistics Base 22 software (IBM, Armonk, NY) or MATLAB R2015a (MathWorks, Natick, MA).

**Institutional Review Board**
This study was approved by the Institutional Review Board of Tohoku University Hospital (IRB No. 2010589). Written informed consent was obtained from all enrolled patients.

**Data availability**
Qualified researchers may obtain deidentified clinical data used in the current study from the corresponding author on reasonable requests, such as revalidation of the procedures and results.

**Result**

**Clinical information from the enrolled patients**
Of the 69 enrolled patients, 66 (95.7%) were women and the remaining 3 (4.3%) were men. The mean and SD of the onset age was 42.7 ± 14.1 years. The months in which all clinical episodes occurred (i.e., 342 attacks in total) showed no uneven seasonal distribution. The mean ± SD disease duration in 2019 was 19.7 ± 10.7 years. Thirty-six of the 69 patients (52.2%) were not given long-term relapse-preventive treatments after their first clinical attack (onset). As for the clinical manifestation of the 342 clinical attacks, 110 were ON (32.2%), 203 were myelitis (59.4%), 19 were medullary lesions (5.6%), and 10 were cerebral lesions (2.9%). The rate of myelitis based on age at the time of the attack was 46.3% for 11–30-year-olds, 52.3% for 31–40-year-olds, 67.0% for 41–50-year-olds, and 62.9% for 51–80-year-olds, showing an increased frequency of myelitis with age (p = 0.0186, Cochran-Armitage trend test).

**Histogram of the ratio of optic neuritis episodes in the enrolled patients**
If the enrolled patients show a bimodal distribution for the ratio of ON episodes, such a distribution could affect the following analyses of the sequential pattern and unevenness of relapse timings. To exclude this possibility, we present a histogram of the ON ratio calculated in each of the 43 patients with 3 or more clinical attacks, including onset (figure 1). As shown in figure 1, the distribution of the ON ratios showed a monotonic decrease without bimodality. In other words, there was no peak of patients who exclusively presented with ON episodes without myelitis episodes.

**Time series analysis for the timing of clinical attacks**
Next, we evaluated the timing and density of clinical attacks. The occurrence timing and clinical types of each attack in the 43 patients with 3 or more clinical attacks are presented in figure 2. The presented clinical course in each patient suggests an unevenness in the density of relapse occurrence, irrespective of the duration from onset.

Based on this result, we evaluated the elapsed time from the last clinical attack (figure 3A) for each clinical episode of the enrolled patients. The relapse-free period from the last clinical attack in June 2019 is also shown in the histogram. As shown in these figures, clinical relapses in NMOSD were significantly likely to densely cluster with a time period between attacks of <12 months.

To exclude the possibility of the effect of treatments, we also depicted the histograms of the time period between 2 tandem episodes based on the presence of oral relapse-preventive therapy (i.e., low-dose oral corticosteroid in this study). Both the time period between attacks without treatment (figure 3B) and with relapse-preventive treatment (figure 3C) reproduced a significantly skewed deviation with a peak at an intervening time period of <12 months. These histograms suggest that approximately half of the relapses in patients with NMOSD take place in the “clustered” period within 12 months of the last attack, irrespective of the administration of relapse-preventive therapy.

**Relapse frequency with no medication based on the time from onset**
Next, the likeliness of experiencing relapses based on the time from the last clinical attack (i.e., 0–24 months vs 24–48 months) among patients without relapse-preventive therapy after the onset (n = 36) was evaluated. The estimated mean ARR in the “0–24 months from onset” period was 0.47 (95% CI: 0.35–0.60; n = 36) and that in the “24–48 months from onset” period was 0.25 (95% CI: 0.12–0.38; n = 21), which was significantly higher in the former group (p = 0.0259). Kaplan-Meier survival analysis to compare the relapse-free

---

**Figure 1** The number of patients with ≥2 attacks based on the rate of attacks with optic neuritis (ON)

![Histogram of the ratio of ON episodes in each patient](image)

ON = optic neuritis
period between the 2 time periods was performed. For this analysis, data of the “0–24 months from onset” period was obtained from all 36 patients and data of the “24–48 months from onset” period was obtained from the 14 patients who did not experience a relapse during the first 24 months after the onset. The obtained Kaplan-Meier curves (Figure 4) revealed that the “0–24 months from onset” period showed a significantly shorter relapse-free period from onset with a lower achievement rate of a relapse-free condition by the end of the follow-up period, compared with the “24–48 months from onset” period ($p = 0.0206$, generalized Wilcoxon test).

For reference, episodes of ≥2 attacks with medullary lesions were seen in 2 patients (one patient with 5 attacks and another with 2 attacks), one of whom experienced tandemly repeated attacks with medullary lesions 5 times. Episodes of ≥2 attacks with cerebral lesions were seen in 1 patient, who exclusively experienced attacks only with cerebral lesions 4 times during her entire clinical course. The abovementioned conclusions about the sequential pattern of attack types in NMOSD did not change even when we provisionally incorporated the episodes with brain lesions in the sequential analyses after supposing them as attacks of ON or myelitis.

**Sequential pattern of attack types by the time from the last attack**

Next, we studied the sequential pattern of attacks in each patient. The sequential pattern of clinical relapse in the 50 patients with relapses is summarized in the upper half of Table 1. For all 3 types of analyses by the number of sequential attacks, the latest preceding attack significantly affected the following clinical relapse ($p = 0.0058$ for 2 tandem episodes, $p = 0.0015$ for 3 tandem episodes, and $p < 0.0001$ for 4 tandem episodes).

Because patients with NMOSD showed a clustered pattern of attack, irrespective of the duration from onset, we added time series analyses for the 2 sequential clinical episodes after dividing the episodes into those during the “clustered” period and those during the “nonclustered” intermittent period. These data from the sequentially repeated 2 clinical relapses for each time period between attacks are summarized in the lower half of Table 1. As presented, the last attack type was likely to be repeated during the “clustered” period ($p = 0.0203$ for analysis within a 6-month period, and $p = 0.0006$ for analysis within a 12-month period). However, the following type of clinical episode occurred completely randomly and was not affected by the last attack after the “nonclustered” intermittent period ($p = 0.78$ for analysis after a 12-month period, and $p = 1.00$ for analysis after a 24-month period).

For reference, episodes of ≥2 attacks with medullary lesions were seen in 2 patients (one patient with 5 attacks and another with 2 attacks), one of whom experienced tandemly repeated attacks with medullary lesions 5 times. Episodes of ≥2 attacks with cerebral lesions were seen in 1 patient, who exclusively experienced attacks only with cerebral lesions 4 times during her entire clinical course. The abovementioned conclusions about the sequential pattern of attack types in NMOSD did not change even when we provisionally incorporated the episodes with brain lesions in the sequential analyses after supposing them as attacks of ON or myelitis.

**Discussion**

In this report, we demonstrated that patients with NMOSD showed a mixed clinical course of “clustered” periods (repeated relapses at <12 months from the last attack) and “nonclustered” intermittent periods (repeated relapses at ≥12 months from the last attack). Time series analysis of the relapse type in each patient showed that a similar clinical type of episode was likely to be repeated during the “clustered” period, but not after entering the “nonclustered” intermittent period. In other words, if a patient with NMOSD does not experience relapses for more than a specific period of time, the patient can be regarded as being in a “nonclustered” intermittent period, and the timing or clinical type of the following relapse cannot be predicted by the preceding clinical attacks.

The results of this study suggest that clinicians should pay specific attention to whether their patients are presently in the “clustered” period, with a high likelihood of relapse frequency, or in the “nonclustered” intermittent period, with a low likelihood of relapse frequency, because this could affect the appropriate type of relapse-preventive therapy in each patient at different time points. This likelihood of relapse appears to be independent of the duration from the onset or the administration of oral immune suppressants (i.e., low-dose oral corticosteroid in this
study) and instead dependent solely on whether the patient is in the “clustered” or “nonclustered” period.

Patients should be aggressively treated with adequate amounts of relapse-preventive therapies during the “clustered” period. Empirically, appropriate relapse-preventive treatments may be effective for shifting patients from the “clustered” to the “nonclustered” period. Meanwhile, whether the aggressive treatments should be continued during the “nonclustered” intermittent period is not conclusive at present. To elucidate the best therapeutic strategy during the nonclustered intermittent period, further clinical studies will be needed. Nevertheless, a minimal level of relapse-preventive therapy should be continued even during the “nonclustered” intermittent period.

A recent report also evaluated the usefulness of previous attacks for predicting the future clinical course. Although the report did not conclude on the importance of selecting patients with a recent high disease activity for clinical trials, the data suggested that the relapse rate in the following 2 years may be affected by the number of attacks in the past 2 years. Considered together with the results of this study that the relapse rates are significantly different between during the “clustered” and “nonclustered” intermittent periods, allocating the patients without taking the present disease activity into consideration in clinical trials may cause biases in the achieved results. In some relatively old retrospective studies that assessed the effectiveness of relapse-preventive therapies, such as rituximab, azathioprine, or mycophenolate mofetil, the number of attacks in the past 2 years was not
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**Figure 3** Tendency of clustered attacks in NMOSD, irrespective of treatments

(A) Histograms of the months between 2 tandem attacks (black bars) and the months of relapse-free period by June 2019 (white bars) in all 69 enrolled patients. The center of the gray-colored diamond is the average and its width is the standard error (SE). (B) Histogram of the months between 2 tandem attacks during the medication-free period. (C) Histogram of the months between 2 tandem attacks during the treatment period with oral relapse-preventive therapy. NMOSD = neuromyelitis optica spectrum disorder.
fully taken into consideration at the participant enrollment stage. As a result, the estimated effectiveness of the studied relapse-preventive therapies may have been weakened because of the inclusion of some patients in the “nonclustered” intermittent period. Meanwhile, intentionally including some patients during their “nonclustered” intermittent period during enrollment for a clinical trial might have some benefits because an important question is whether patients in the “nonclustered” period without a recent history of attacks may benefit similarly from such additional relapse-preventive therapies. Subgroup analysis after dividing the enrolled patients into “clustered” and “nonclustered” groups at enrollment may answer this question.

In the near future, several monoclonal antibody drugs are expected to be released in the market, such as eculizumab, satralizumab, and inebilizumab. These monoclonal antibodies have shown quite a high relapse-preventive efficiency but are very expensive to be continued throughout life. The results of this study may indicate that the usage of such expensive monoclonal antibodies could be limited to the “clustered” period and can be spared and switched to low-dose oral corticosteroid or other oral immune suppressants once the patients move into the “nonclustered” intermittent period without relapses for more than 12 months. If such a therapeutic standard is established with evidence, it will surely contribute to reducing the cost of medical expenses.

For reference, in the clinical trials of the abovementioned 3 monoclonal antibodies (PREVENT study for eculizumab, SAKuraSky study for satralizumab, and N-MOmentum study for inebilizumab), the number of clinical attacks in the past 2 years before the enrollment has been fully taken into consideration in all of them, minimizing the risk of biases based on whether participants were in the “clustered” or “nonclustered” period during these clinical trials.

Based on this study, the cutoff period for relapse-free status in such clinical studies would be somewhere between 12 months and 24 months. Because the peak relapse-free period from the last clinical attack was <12 months, as shown in figure 3, a 12-month relapse-free status may be better than 12 months per se to consider switching the aggressiveness of relapse-preventive therapies. Meanwhile, approximately 20% of the patients had their relapses between 12 and 24 months after the last attacks. This fact may imply that a 24-month relapse-free status could be safer than 12 months because that may cover significantly more relapses at up to 70% of all relapses.

The analyses of this study were based on a cohort that was entirely of Asian ancestry. To determine whether the mixed time course of “clustered” vs “nonclustered” periods observed in this study is generalizable to Caucasian or African American patients with NMOSD, whose clinical severity and disease activity are higher than those of Asian patients, further clinical studies will be helpful.
In conclusion, patients with NMOSD showed a mixed clinical course of the “clustered” period with dense relapses and “nonclustered” intermittent period with sparse relapses. Approximately half of the relapses in these patients occurred during the “clustered” period within 12 months of the last clinical attack. Clinicians should pay special attention to whether their patients are presently in the relapse-dense period or intermittent period because this could influence the treatment. Furthermore, the necessity of relapse-preventive therapies during the intermittent period should be established in future clinical studies.
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### Table
Sequential pattern of clinical attacks in 50 patients with NMOSD with relapses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Previous clinical episode (n = 242 sequences)</th>
<th>Next: ON</th>
<th>Next: MY</th>
<th>p Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ON</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>p = 0.0058 (χ²)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MY</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>121</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Previous 2 clinical episodes (n = 202 sequences)</th>
<th>Next: ON</th>
<th>Next: MY</th>
<th>p Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ON: 2 times</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>p = 0.0015 (Cochran-Armitage)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ON: 1 time, MY: 1 time</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>49</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MY: 2 times</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>83</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Previous 3 clinical episodes (n = 169 sequences)</th>
<th>Next: ON</th>
<th>Next: MY</th>
<th>p Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ON: 3 times</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>p &lt; 0.0001 (Cochran-Armitage)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ON: 2 times, MY: 1 time</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ON: 1 time, MY: 2 times</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>43</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MY: 3 times</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>57</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clustered occurrence period (&lt;6 months from the last episode)</th>
<th>Next: ON</th>
<th>Next: MY</th>
<th>p Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Previous: ON</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>p = 0.0203 (Fisher exact test)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Previous: MY</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clustered occurrence period (&lt;12 months from the last episode)</th>
<th>Next: ON</th>
<th>Next: MY</th>
<th>p Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Previous: ON</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>p = 0.0006 (χ² test)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Previous: MY</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>65</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nonclustered period (≥12 months from the last episode)</th>
<th>Next: ON</th>
<th>Next: MY</th>
<th>p Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Previous: ON</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>p = 0.78 (χ² test)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Previous: MY</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>55</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nonclustered period (≥24 months from the last episode)</th>
<th>Next: ON</th>
<th>Next: MY</th>
<th>p Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Previous: ON</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>p = 1.00 (Fisher exact test)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Previous: MY</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>38</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: MY = myelitis; NMOSD = neuromyelitis optica spectrum disorder; ON = optic neuritis.
Upper = the clinical episode sequence was evaluated in each of the 50 patients with relapses. Clinical episodes with medullary (i.e., hiccups/nausea/vomiting) or cerebral lesions were not counted here. Clinical manifestations of relapses tended to repeat and were significantly influenced by the previous relapse. Lower = sequential patterns of clinical relapses in the clustered occurrence period and in the nonclustered intermittent period were evaluated. Attacks with similar clinical manifestation were likely to sequentially repeat during the clustered occurrence period, but a similar tendency was not observed in the nonclustered intermittent period.
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